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Interchangeable cylinder mandolin piccolo musical box by Mojon Manger with four six air cylinders -

331/z in. (85 cm.) wide, the cylinders 13 in. (33 cm.).
Also to be included: a Regina Corona self-changing disc musical box and a Mills Violano Virtuoso.

Mechanical Music
Auction: London, 18 April at 2.00 p.m.

Viewing: 17 April 10.00 a.m. - 5.00 p.m.
18 April 9.00 a.m. - 12 noon.

Enquiries: Christopher Proudfoot on (071) 32I3272

Catalogues: (071) 32L 3L52

Entries are now inuited for our sale on 25 July.

85 Old Brompton Road, London SW7 3LD
Tel: (071) 581 7611 CHRISTIES



The Musical Box Society of Great Britain
Autumn/Fall International Meeting

Warwickllearnington Spa U$tle October 1991

Hotel package at: Garden Court Holiday Inn,
Olympus Avenue, Tachbrook Park,
Leamington Spa
Telephone: (0926) 425522

Bed and full brealdast Friday and Sahrrday nights. A very special rate, achieved by regular business anangements
with Ashorne Hall has been obtained. Only f45 per person for the two nights (anyone stayrng extra nights will
be paying f35 per night).
Please make reservations for accommodation as soon as possible, to avoid disappointment. Contact the hotel
direct, and make sure they understand that you are attending the Musical Box Society function, in order to qualifr
for the special Society rate. No deposit required.

Hotel Booking Form. Please return direct to the GARDEN COURT HOLIDAY INN, OLYMPUS AVENUE,
TACHBROOK PARK, LEAMINGTON SPA.
Please reserve the following accommodation for me, for the nights of4th and 5th October, 1991. I shall be attending
the Musical Box Society function, for the special pice of f22.50 per person per night, for two nights' bed and full
breakfast.

No./type of rooms

Name & Address

No. in party

Tel:

Additional nights at f,35

Society Registrotion Forrz. Please retwrr to: Alison Biden, "St. Giles Hilltop", Northbrook Close, Winchester, SO23 8JR.

PackageA3;ft?h'ij:1.t""k"?Tx1,'"??:"",#Hlr##;T::*lT;;*:rL2.50

PaCkage B Package A + Ashorne Hall Saturday Evening. 27.50

53.00

5.00

4.50

PaCkage C Package A & B + Medieval Banquet Fridav

COaCh PaSS for transportto one ormore everrts.

SUnday AftefnOon p-lus charlecote House admiesion to charlecote

TOUf 
- House f,f1.25 (free to members of National Ttust).

Please select either Package A, B or C no variations are possible.
Select also Coach Pass and Sunday Afternoon tour if required.
Send application and full remittance to: Alison Biden, as eoon as
possible. Registration for Package B and C closes 30th June, 1991.

Organ Grind Saturday morning.
* I urilywill not be bringing an instrument (state type

Autumn/Fall Meeting,4 - 6th October, 1991.

Name

Address

Tel:
(Cheques payable to MBSGB)
* Delete as necessary

Cheque enclosed f,

No. attending

Are you a hotel resident?



The Manor House

4:tt\,
ADRIANH. LITTLE

MUSIC BOX RESTORER

THE MANOR HOUSE, HALE VILLAGE, CHESHIRE L24 4A){
Telephone: 051-425 4408

COMB MANUFACTURB
Cylinder and Disc Music Box Combs made.
195/s" POLYPHON COMBS usually in stock.

COMB REPAIRS
Music Box Comb repairs, including TIPS, TEETH,
RE-LEADING, CUTTING BACK, TUNING,
STRAIGHTENING, RE-SOLDERING COMB
TO BASES, DERUSTING.
Any other aspects of comb work.

CYLINDER RE.PINNING
Cylinder re-pinning of all sizes including repairs to
damaged cylinders or arbors.
Over 2000 cylinder re-pins completed.

SPARE PARTS
Extensive range of spare parts.
POLYPHON DAMPERS and DAMPER RAILS for all
sizes of machine. SPRINGS, COMB REPAIR SECTIONS,
COMB STEEL, CASE WASHERS, COMB SCREWS,
FELT ROSETTE WASHERS. TUNE SHEETS. ETC.

OVERHAULS
Anything from a complete overhaul to a replacement tip
or tooth.

PART JOBS
Welcome.

Callers by appointment please.

URGENTLY REQUIRED:
Large Disc Machines, any condition, incomplete or empty
cases. Badly damaged cylinder boxes with or without combs.
Any musical box parts.
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NESTORATION
SUPPI NS:

TUNE CARDS:

CASSETTts TAPES
&

COMPACT DISCS:

bo: restoration needs! Governorjewels; danper wire in ? aizes;
reprinte; paper goods; and EuclL much more ! ! 30 pg fully

Fully illustrated catalog of nore than 82 different t1ryer of tune cards for cylinder bores . . . both eingle and
multi-colored (onty $3.50).

al Bores ever produced ! We offer you the ultinate in goutd qudity . . . ,
tateof-theart !) . DOUBLE LENGTH (a full hour long)

-MUsIc Box MELoDms. 
' cHRoMruM TAPE (t'he beet vou can uae !)

Volume I - CHRISI\,IAS: 37 feetive and traditional eong*
Volume 2 - CLASSICAL over one hour ofthe claegic* b4 tunee played on 12 boxee I
Volume 3 - CLASSICAL: nore claeeics ! 56 tunee played on 8 bores !
Volune 4 - ver an hour of toe-tappin' tunes !
Volume 5 - quieite Ttoll-Baker lO-bell, l0-cylinder bor.

urne&
Volume 6 - RELIGIOUS: over I hour of inspired music (B? tunee).
Volume 7 - REIJGIOUS: over 30 nore inspirational tunee !

Nancy Fratti
PAI{ C HRO NIA AI{T I Q U IT I E S

Ofrens You:

FREE COLOR POSTER with each album ordered !
CASSETIE TAPES - $14.95 COMPACT DISCS - S1S.95

Please add $2.50 per order for postage.
DEALER INQT'IRIES INVTTtsD

Send your nane to be put on our tapey'CD pniling list ,

SPECHL!
Set of ?
TAPES
$79.00

(save $25.65 !)
Air poetage $10.00

SPECIAL !

Set of 7
CD's

$99.00
(save $33.65 !)

Air poetage $10.00

Post Office Box 28
Whitehall, New York L2887, U.S.A

5L8-282-9770 Far 282-9800

Specialist in
Antique Music Boxes and

Restoration Supplies.

\AZ\NTED
O AUTOMATA - Choice French Pieces by Vichy,

Lambert, Decamps, Phalibois, etc.

ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN LARGER.
MORE COMPLICATED PIECES.

O $2O,OOO U.S. REWARD PAID FOR A LARGE
BLACKMORE FLUTEPLAYER BY JEAN'
ROULLET.

O HIGH QUALITY - Snuff boxes Singing bird
boxeg Musical Watches, Automata Watcheg etc

I am interested in restored or unrestored pieces of
any of the above.

hivate collector will pay market prices for
these pieces. I'M NOT LOOKING FOR
BARGAINS.

Send plntos and dcscriptiorTs tn:

KENIVETH GOLDMAN
P.O. BOX 1477
BOSTON MASS. O2rO4 U.S.A.
'PIIONE 617444-9539.

IBrtan Clcgg
SHIPDHAM, THETFORD, NORFOLK.

TEL: DEREHAM82A277,
AFTER 7 p.m. WATTON 881449.

Calkrs by Appointnent please.

NEW DISC BOXES MADE TO ORDER
AN D RENOVATIONS UN DERTAKEN

DISCS COPIED AND NEW DISCS
FOR ALL MACHINES

WE MAKE THE FOLLOWING TO
SUIT YOUR REQUIREMENTS

Cabinets, Biru, Pediments, Star Wheeb,
Bedplates, Motors, Combs.

DUPLICATED MACHINES FOR
SALE OR EXCHANGE.



An International Magazine
of Jllechanical Jflusic
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Efitors
A(gtes

We seem to have entered a period
of deep recession notjr:st in England
but worldwide. Personally as a
printer and a tourist attraction
proprietor, I have not suffered, but
one only has to read the local papers
and companies which would have
appeared to be as safe as houses,
are going down like a pack of cards.

But on the brighter side, the
financial wizards are telling us
there is a rainbow on the horizon.
When you consider that the bank
rate is falling, Spring is here and
most important of all the war is
over, then to me at least the future
looks brighter rather than gloomy.
But has the economic situation
effected our investments in mech-
anical music? Those who have
invested their money in bricks and
mortar may still be frnding that
they have an asset which is not an
asset after all.

News from the top auctionhouses
seems to indicate that very little
has changed in the buying habits
of antiques or mechanical music.
Whilstit canbe assured that some
sellers are not entering their items,
believing that they may not get a
good price in the present economic
climate, the sale of a simple sewing
machine which realised f3,500 at
Christie's recently, a record price,
indicates choice items as still in a
sellers'market.

At Christie's latest mechanical
music sale on 13th December 1990,
disc boxes which have been selling
strongly did not do quite so well,
though this may have been due to
the fact that many continental
buyers were "snowed in". The
weather did not effect the selling
price of a Nicole Freres Grand-
format Overture Box which also
made a new record price for a
cylinder box at f25,000. The box
was in original condition and the
inside had not seen the light of day
for many years, the owners had
taken it to Christie's locked with
the key broken in the lock.

Phillips West One have reporbed
increased interest and activity in
their mechanical music sales which
we hope to report on in future
pages of Music Box. I

FORTHCOMING
MEETINGS

Autumn/Fall International
Meeting
This meeting will be based at
Ashorne Hall Nickelodeon. Nr
Warwick and a full programme
has already been printed in the
Winter edition of Music Box. A
minor change will be that the organ
grind will now be held in
Leamington Spa, the town in which
the meeting hotel is located. This
change has been made because the
necessity of tyrng-up with a worthy
charity who will be carrying out a
collection in conjunction with our
organ grind. On the 5th October
the council have granted a
permission for collection in War-
wick for The Corp of Drums. In
Leamington Spa 5th October will
be the flag day of the National
Socieff for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children. On receiving this
information, I felt I had no alter-
native but to opt for the Leamington
venue. The programme will now
be as follows:-

Thursday evening - Early
comers will meet in the bar of the
Garden Court Holiday Inn.

Friday - Registration com-
mences at 9.15am. Coaches leave
at 10.15 for a Shakespearean tour
visiting Ann Hathaways cottage
and other Shakespearean prop-
erties. Arriving back at the hotel
at 12.45. The coach leaves at 1.15pm
prompt for a private viewingofthe
mechanical music collection at the
Birmingham Science Museum. Ac-
cess which is not normally available
to the public will be made so that
we may both see and hear this
remarkable collection. We shallbe
returning to the hotel at 5.00pm
and boarding the coach again at
7pm prompt for a private tour of
the State Rooms at Warwick Castle,
England's finest Medieval building.
This wiII be followed by a Medieval
banquet in the Undercroft.

Saturday - Organ grinders
assemble in the foyer at 9.15 for
transport to locations in the main
street, The Parade, Leamington
Spa and also to Warwick Castle
where we shall also be playing.
Tlansport will be available at 10.15
to take other participants to
Warwick to see Lord Levcester

Hospital or alternatively to f,er--
ington Spa to see the organ grinders
or visiting local shops. Par{icipants
and organ grinders who will be
picked up between 1 and 1.15pm
and taken to Ashorne Hall to arrive
by 1.30 where light lunch and
refreshments will be available if
required. On arrival the Eijsbouts
Carillon will be playing and there
will be a bring-and-buy mart in
the main hall. Commencing 2pm
visitors will be taken on a conducted
tour of the Nickelodeon collection
and to see other instruments
assembled by local collectors. At
5.30 transport will be available to
take participants back to the hotel
but those wishing to stay on in
readiness for the evening presen-
tation may do so. The coach will
return at 7.15pm for a carvery
dinner and theatre presentation
featuring the larger instruments
which includes what is believed to
be the world's largest Imhof &
Mukle barrel organ with 450 pipes.
Resident entertainers will be there
to help the evening along including
a silent film accompanied by our
resident organist, Ken Stroud who
has played the theatre organ for
most of his life. Whilst he does not
remember silent films, he certainly
has acquired a masterly art of
accompanying them.

Sunday - 10.15am Sunday
morning will feature two talks by
expert speakers, one American the
other from England whose names
will be announced shortly. This
will take place in the hotel
conference room, but should the
meeting be fully subscribed, we
may decide to hold these talks in
Ashorne Hall, in which case
transport will be provided. The
meeting will finish at approximately
12.30pm on Sunday, but for those
who wish to linger longer a trip to
local houses of historical interest
has been arranged. This will include
tea at Charlecote House, one ofthe
National T?ust's finest Elizabethan
mansions just a few miles away
located near to Stratford-on-Avon.
Please remember that the regis-
tration fees include one meal only
which will be the Society dinner on
Saturday evening. The hotel costs
includes breakfast, English or
Continental.

Numbers for this meeting are
limited to 105, over 50 applications
have already been received,
registration is accepted on "first
come" basis.



Visit South Lakeland in
June.
Organiser: Jim HaII.
An extra meetingis beingorganised
by MBSGB member Jim Hall, to
register contact him direct on 0539-
720ItL.

One-day meeting in Kendal,
Saturday 29th June 1991 at
Kirkland Hall near the Parish
Church. Free car-parking around
the building for users of the hall.
There are plenty ofcafes and pubs
around for members to have lunch,
also Bed and Breakfast places for
any who wish to stay before or
after the event.

The hall will be open from
9.30a.m. and activities will
commence with a flea-market sale
of mechanical music sale items. so
please bringyour surplus bits and
pieces.

There will be a break for coffee
on the premises followed by a
lecture.

After lunch the programme will
include three further speakers.

Speakers: Gordon Thwaites -
With an Automatic Bell Change
Ringing machine.

Adrian Little - Cylinder re-
pinning and comb repairs.

It is possible that an evening
programme maybe arranged with
buffet meal.

Dates for your Diary
April 19th - 21st:- Spring Meeting, Nottingham.

The Spring Meeting will take
place at the Post House Hotel,
Bostocks Lane, Sandiacre,
Nottingham NG10 5NJ. Tel:
(0602) 397800. The hotel is 3
star and situated on the A52 at
Junction 25 of the M1.
Price: f35 per person per night.

presentations in the hotel
conference room have alreadv
been arranged.
Saturday p-m: Visit to Crich
Tramway Museum inclufing a
guided t6ur round the work--

ally

presentation.
Sunday: There will be a number
of informed visits to local
private collections of mechanical
music.

June 8th:- Summer Meeting, London

Room, commencing at 10 am.

october 4th - 6th:- illffiffi:rTti:ffilffii
Meeting, Ashorne Hall,
Warwick.
See previous page.

I

PLEASIE NOTE
CHANGE OF DATE

FOR SI]MMER
MEETING

NOW 8TH JIINE,
r991.

AWARD WINNING MUSEUM

Ahtice of
Annuof
Qenerof

The annual general meeting
of the Musical Box Society of
Great Britain will take place
on Saturday, 8th June in the
T\:ke Common Room, Regent's
College, Regent's Park,
London. The AGM will follow
the society auction and

at approximately
4p.m.

Societll_/

Auction
The Society's annual auction
will be heldon Saturday,8th
June in the T\rke Common
Room, Regent's College,
Regent's Park, London. Auc-
tioneer Christopher Proud-
foot (by kind permission of
Christie's, South Kensing-
ton). A great chance to sell
and buy. Commission rates -
Buyers premium '7.57o,
Selling commission 7.57o.

RqIEH HqROINGS
lVorld of Mec[a4ical Music
A UMAUE ATTRACTION AS FEATURED ON

RADIO AND TELEVISION
A Museum of Antique Clocks, Musical Boxes, Automata and

Mechanical Musical Instruments,
REGUTAR TOURS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

Entrance through Gift Shop, where Musical Dolls, Clowns.
H ouses, I nstruments, R ecords, C assettes. Books

and Souvenirs are for Sale.

EUROPES LEADING RESTORER OF
CLOCKS AND MUSICAL BOXES

TARGE SELECTION OF ATTTIOUE
MUSICAL BOXES FOR SALE

OPEN 7 days a week. 1O:OO am - 6:00 pm
High Street, Northleach, Glos. GL54 3EU. Tel (O45t) 60181



America's Golden
Gate Chapter
welcomes you to

One Step Come early to
San Francisco

Italian Nearer and stay a

First

Festival
A mechanical music exhibition
entitled "Festival of the Barrel
Organ" is being organised in
Rimini, (Forli province), Italy
for the second fortnight in
August 1991.

The interest springs from the
importance of maintaining and
spreading the precious patri-
mony, still not much appreciated
and well-known, ifnot, as far as
Italy is concerned, completely
disappeared.

All members who are
interested in taking part in this
Festival can get in touch by
sending a presentation, informa-
tive material, pictures etc. to:

1st Festival of the Banel
Organ
Rimini,Italy
August 1991
Promoter:
Studio Dell'Amore
YiaZeffiino RE,2
47023 - Cesena (FO)
ITALY
Tel. (547) 22462
Fax. (547) 25895 r

The prospects for a new purpose-
built home for the Musical
Museum's collection of auto-
matic musical instruments came
one step nearer when Horrnslow
Council granted outline plan-
ning permission for a hotel
development incorporating the
Museum on the old Brentford
gas works site.

Close to the existing
crumbling old church which the
Museum has occupied, for 27
years, the new building will
provide substantially improved
exhibition space, storage and
conservation areas, public facili-
ties including an auditorium,
and greater opportunities to
expand the Museum's existing
programme of concerts and
special events.

It is planned that the new
building will open in 1994. In
the meantime the Museum will
continue the regular demon-
strations ofthe collection at its
existing premises. It will be open
April - October, Sat. & Sun.
2.00 - 5.00pm, with additional
days in July and August.

Full details can be obtained
from the Museum at 368 High
Street, Brentford, Middlesex
TW8 0BD. r

while
Have you ever wanted a work
of art sculptured in rainbow hues
of Chocolate? Would you like to
walk to some of the frnest
antique stores in San Francisco?
Do you want to visit fabulous
designer shops? How about
having a hat made to order?
Have youhadthe urge to spend
the day shopping in discount
outlets? Is Folk Art your passion
or is Fine Art your thing? Will it
be J azzclubs or the Symphony?

We've got it all in San
Francisco, so come to the "Laid
back" 42nd Annual Meeting,
August 27, thnt September 1,
1991 and stroll through the
lobby and look up at the ceiling,
19 stories away from you. Glance
around at the tropical flowers
as you approach the Hospitality
Room. Lookin on the display of
music boxes, musical toys and
mechanical machines and talk
with someone new. Walk back
to the lobby and relax and talk
with a friend. Is it time for
dinner? Then go ahead, look
through a list offine restaurants
and take a friend to dinner.
Take a tour, how about a
workshop, dinner and dancing
on the bay, lunch , acaf6latte, a
walk, a nap?

When you've had enough of
all this laid back business and
want to see the serious side,
how about visiting U.C. Berkeley
to hear Dr. Larry Moe discuss
and demonstrate the Univer-
sity's Collection of antique and
modern organs.

Any questions? Call anyone
in the Golden Gate Chapter:
Marquerite and Marc Kaufrnan,
Chairman (415) 851-5777, Elsie
and George Jensen, Publicity
(415) 968-8 446;Jacl<te and Don
Day, Registrar (415) 824-3898.

T

MUSICAL BOX SOCIETY II{TERNATIONAL
GOLDEN GATE CI{APTER

42ND ANNUAL MEETING

AUGUST 27 - SEPTEMBER 1, 1991
I{YATT REGENCY

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA

Chairman: Marc Kaufman (4L5) 851-5777
Registrars: Don and Jackie Day (415) 824-3898
Treasurer: Patty Marchal (916) 961-9389



'What a beautiful noise" from Jimts
new home in Clonmel

By Eamonn Lacey
Reprinted with permission of the Nationalist & Munster Aduertiser, Co. Tipperary, Eire.

The appearance ofa tall elderly
Englishman in a quiet Clonmel
street has mystifred locals. Ever
since the arrival of the friendlv
bespectacled gentleman strangl
and beautiful noises have been
emanating from No. 20 O'NeiIl
Street, much to the amusement
of pedestrians on their way to
and from town.

"People are wondering what
the hell I'm up to. I can assure
them it's not in the least bit
sinister," the new resident and
music box restorer Jim Colley,
told "The Nationalist."

As far as he is aware he is the
only music box restorer in Ireland
and his occupation of music box
restorer is registered on his
British passport.

He has converted the front of
his new residence into a workshop
where he spends hours playrng
his rare collection ofmusic boxes
and carefully restoring and
repairing them for different
people.

His craft consists of using
numerous tools to tune the music
boxes by repairing and restoring
the pins on the cylinders and
teeth on a steel comb. There can
be up to 10000 minute pins on a
13" cylinder music box and these
play offthe teeth of a steel comb.

'You could spend hours lookjng

Music box restorer Jim Colley is pictured at work in his converted
workshop in O'Neill Street.

"I thought it was the nicest
place I had everbeen to and made
up my mind to live here then.
Clonmel suits me fine because
it's flat and you have the most
marvellous river and incredibly
beautiful Suir Valley.

He likes livingin ONeill Street
with a view from the back of his
tenaced house of St Mart's
Church and the old town walls.

"It's like living in the country
with the heart of the busy town
only minutes away. The people
are friendly and it's a perfect
place to live.

Jim retired from his very
successful music box business in
Bristol to live in Clonmel. Initially
he dealt in antiques at his outlet
but since 1974 has specialised in
music boxes.

He assured me that it was a
viable and profitable business
carrying out work for clients as
far away as New Zealand,,
America, Switzerland, Germany
and all European countries.

An extremely active member
ofmusic box societies in England
ensured a steady flow of customers
to Jim's shop in Bristol.

'Music boxes became a normal
family possession in England and
other countries from 1845 to 1890.

Peak production came around
the middle ofthat time while the
Irish economy was going through
a particularly bad period which
probably explains the shortage
of music boxes in this country,"
said Jim.

"While there are some boxes
in this country and I know of
some very good ones in Dublin,
there are very few here compared
to England."

IIe came across a good few
Irish people in England who were
members of various music box
societies. He believes there would
be people in this country with an
interest in music boxes.

"Maybe with a bit of work and
pressure we could get one going
here. Who knows." I

A once regular face at
Society nxeetings was
that of Jim Colley. A
face sad.ly absent since
his retirement and
moue to Eire. But has
his retirement really
mpant retirem,ent. This
article that recently
appeared in his local
paper indicq,tes not.

for one dud note. To identifi which
pin on the cylinder or what tooth
is giving trouble, just to find one
bugger of a note is a painstaking
task," said Jim.

His music boxes go back to the
1830-40 and upwards all of which
have been beautifully restored in
their cabinets and kept in top
working order by Jim.

He goes through an array of
his favourite tunes and plays them
for his captive audience.

"I don't put a value on the
boxes. I like preservingthe work
ofpeople from longago who were
a lot more cleverer than I am,"
said Jim.

Jim moved to Clonmel in
February after touring the
country looking for a suitable
place to live. He first visited
Ireland in 1987.



Organ
Grinders
chat
by GeoffAlford

ERIC V. COCKAYNE, who died
last November, is a loss to the field
of mechanical music which is
irreplaceable and his going must
sadden all who knew him. His book
The Fair Organ became a standard
reference work internationally and
encouraged many with no know-
ledge of mechanical organ con-
struction to try their hand at build-
ing an organ. The commentries
which he introduced at the late
Charles Hart's St. Albans Museum
made it, for me at least, No. 1

among organ museums. Regret-
tably his books are out ofprint and
it is to be hoped that some enter-
prising publisher will have the
initiative to rectify this. Fortunately
the museum is weII positioned
geographically to attract voluntary
workers for the Trust.

STREET ORGAN GRAPHICS
have oflate attracted the attention
of a number of organ society editors,
especially as cover illustrations.
The German Organ Friends CIub
(C.D.D.) have gone one better by
publishing in December a special
edition 'Die Drehorgel in der
Graphic.' This comprises a selection
of illustrations made available by
the Showmens Museum in Essen
and datingfrom the last halfofthe
19th century. With photography
still in its infancy such illustrations
provide an invaluable insight into
the life of the period. Even allowing
for artistic licence drawings made
at the time must have a great deal
of accuracy credibilif, and certainly
more than contemporary work. I
was surprised to frnd that some
twenty of the 50 illustrations
originated in Britain. Most of these
are cartoons for which we have to
thank the satirical magazine
Punch. The quality of a number of
these is medibcre. By contrast, the
remaining pictures appear to be
serious attempts by the artist to
accurately represent a scene or
event and as such it should be
more trushryorthy than the cartoon.
Interestingly most of the pictures
(and all of the British ones) depict
portable instruments. In other
words they are strap carried rather
than trolley mounted. One
exception is the 1865 illustration
"The 'Nobleman'organ grinder now

on a tour of the Irish Provinces."
This amazingly accurately dupli-
cates a photograph reproduced by
Arthur Ord-Hume on page 25I of
The Ba:rel Organ - the onlychanges
being location and audience. It is
virtually certain that the artist
copied the photo and invented the
public. As Mr. Ord-Hume points
out, it was unusual for so small an
organ to be carried on a donkey
cart. But that such an arrangement
has its advantages is evidenced in
modern times by Ursula Blohmeier
of Osnabmck. The donkey provides
an irresistable attraction to children
and more time is spent in giving
them rides than in turning the
organ. Perhaps the Nobleman also
cottoned on to this!

Most of the Punch cartoons are
attacks on the organ grinding
fraternitywho are all clearly drawn
as foreigners, sometimes named
as Italian and accompanied by such
references as 'The Polish Organ
Nuisance' The Organ Fiends,'
'Clearing the Streets,' 'Out with
the foreign ruffran and his barrel
organ,' and so on. All this indicates
that at that time (1857-1890) organ
grinders were subject to a great
deal of harrassment and at least
some of this was founded on a
strong prejudice of foreign nationals
which reached parliamentary
levels. When one recalls the various
comments made by several MPs in
recent months - their prejudices
showing through at a weak moment
- one wonders how far we have
advanced in the last 100 years.

The great majority of the non-
British illustrations depict pipe or
reed organs. There is a signifrcant
difference with the British czrrtoons.
The different shape of most of these
'organs'makes it certain that they
were in fact stringed instruments
and not organs at all, probably
manufactured in Spain, Italy or
France. They may best be described
as portable barrel-operated vertical
pianos. I have only seen and heard
one on the street, but from that
experience I can understand their
unpopularity. Perhaps it was from
this small beginning that in
England the barrel piano became
generally known as a barrel organ,
in a similar way that the fair organ
got frequently called a steam organ.
These cartoons go some way
towards answering a question I
have frequently posed - why were
street organs never popular in this
country? It is true that there was
some antipathy towards the street
organ even in Germany, where

most organ production eventually
centred. This is evidenced by the
derogatory term Leierkastenwhich
was applied to it by some persons.
But being virtually surrounded by
forergn countries made it less likely
that prejudice would reach the same
level as here at home. Having
answered one question we are now
presented with others. Was our
prejudice against foreigners backed
up by the establishment? Did the
parliamentary Bill of Mr. Bass (of
Brewery fame) ever become law,
and if so, how did it affect the
organ grinder?

In contrast to the British car-
toons, the foreign illustrations
picture the street organ in a much
more sympathetic light and
occasionally even in a romantic
mood. Often it is pictured in
association with a Kasperle (Punch
and Judy) or other entertainment.
The location is usually a show, fair
or carnival. I was particularly
interested in the Antwerp water-
front cafe graphic. The organ
grinder provides music for the two
ladies ofpleasure to dance to while
the coloured clientele, presumably
seamen, listen and enjoy their beer.
Not so very different a scene to
that I experienced some years ago
at the same spot. A De Cap cafe
organ replaced the street organ
and the patrons were white, though
mainly dock workers and seamen.

HOW TO TRANSPORT YOUR
ORGAN - The strap, the peg, the
stand and the trolley - over the
years they have all played their
part. In the 19th century illus-
trations referred to above you will
see all methods employed. All, that
is, with the exception of the trolley.
I cannot recall seeing a genuine
illustration of that period showing
an organ on a cart. Why? The
answer to that question is given in
the Winter edition of the Berlin
Club's magazine. We often grumble
about the state ofour roads today,
but in the 19th century they were
pretty indescribable. This would
have made it very diffrcult to push
a cart with small wheels. There is,
however, a more important reason.
At the entrance gates to most towns,
on river bridges, indeed at various
points along highways, road tolls
would be charged on wheeled
transport whilst pedestrians would
normally have free access. So it
became important that the organ
grinder should shoulder his organ
and carry a stool as he wended his
way from town to town and from
country to country, just as the clock-



making journeymen travelled on
foot from the Black Forest to Russia.
Small wonder that life expectancy
thenwas much shorter and people
aged much quicker. Afterthe turn
of the century the dog cart was to
gain importance as a form of
transport with the disappearance
ofroad tolls.

THE 45 NOTE TRUMPET
STREET ORGAN has only been
built in comparatively small
numbers in modern times. Amajor
reason for this is the cost of such
organs which limits the market.
Another reason is that the number
of organ builders capable of
constructing quality trumpets is
very limited indeed. That there is
a demand for such instruments is
shown by the popularity of the
Raflin R31/103 which has 19
hrrmpeLs. However, building a more
complex traditional 45 note organ
is a year's work for an experienced
builder which would seem to make
it more profrtable to build smaller
organs in greater quantity with
simpler design characteristics.
Despite this, an organ builder does
on occasion surface who is prepared
to accept the challenge. Alan PeIl
started to build one of these
instruments over two years ago
and he has at last managed to
complete two models to his own
satisfaction. One of these is now
owned by member Dorothy Robin-
son who has expressed herselfas
being delighted with the results of
Alan's efforts. Normal pipe dispo-
sition of this organ includes violins,
cellos andpiccolos onmelody, nine
bourdon accompaniment, four bass
notes and fourteen trumpets on
countermelody with fourteen bour-
dons. This versatility is increased
by manual registers for melody

ranks and for the trumpets on
counter melody. I look forward to
seeing and hearing this first British
trumpet street organ and learning
to what extent it departs from the
Bacigalupo System.

ORGAN FESTIVAIS. Writing
this column at the end of the old
year I was pleased to learn that
Llandrindod Wells Victorian
Festival Committee have given the
go ahead for their 5th Street Organ
Festival on the August Bank
Holiday weekend (August 23/25)
though a decision has yet to be
made on numbers. As usual,
enthusiasts who would like to enjoy
an organ weekend without actually
offrcially participating will be
welcome.

Unfortunately a big question
mark hangs over the Cowley Organ
Day in 1991. This event which was
part of the Model Exhibition, was
starting to take-off in 1990.
However there would seem to be
on-one prepared to organise it this
year. It would be a pity ifit were to
die for lack ofan organiser..

Alternating with Berlin, 199 1 is
Thun Festival year. For members
holidaying in Switzerland on July
11/14 this event is a must. Here
you will see a greater number of
vintage organs than can be seen
anywhere else, for it is well
supported by organ owners from
other countries. Additionally a good
number of modern organ builders
usually take part, from France and
Germany as well as the host
country. Organs are of an
exceptionally high standard,
playrng goes on until the early
hours ofSunday, and ifyou have a
pocket fulI of Swiss Francs anything
is possible. Outline Programme:

Thursday 11.7.91
Arrival./Family evening includ-
ing meal.
Friday I2.7.9I
Unrestricted organ playrng.
Saturday 13.7.91
Boat trip around Thun Lake.
Evening of Clowns and . . .

Sunday 14.7.9t
Organ Procession.

ORGAN FESTIVALS IN 1991

March23124
Collector's Market. Ruedesheim-
am-Rhein.
April 1
Assen Organ Festival, Northern
Holland.
May 4
Braunschweig Organ Meeting.
May 9/12
7.Linz am Rhein Organ Festival.
May 31 to June 2
Carouge Organ Festival, Switzer-
land.
June 8/9
Salon de Province Organ Festival,
France.

July 5/7
Berlin'Organ Party'.
July 5/7
19. Hannover Organ Festival, Ger-
many.

July 11/14
7. Thun Organ Festival, Switzer-
land.
July 2012I
Lower Saxonyland Show, Bremer-
voerde, Germany.
Jwly 26/28
3. Bavarian Organ Festival, Neun-
burg, Germany.
September 20122
Dijon Organ Festival, France.
September 20122
Castelmoron Sur Lot. France.
Augast2S/25
5. Llandrindod Wells Int. Street
Organ Festival, Wales.
October 11/13
2. Wesel Organ Meeting, Germany.

ORGAN BADGES. To mark the
growing popularity of the
Llandrindod Wells Street Organ
Festival an enamel badge was
produced in 1990. In black, gold,
white and red it depicts an organ
grinder and the words Llandrindod
Organ Festival. Members who were
not present last year can obtain
these badges from the writer. The
price is f,3 each includingpostage.

I
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The Restoration of a Set of Three
Barrel Organ Barrels

by John Powell

the three main wheels have been
crudely replaced at some time and the
remaining linkage has been replaced
by a Heath Robinson-like creation
which doesn't appear to have ever
worked as the maker intended.

Miscellaneous attachments
included a brass cupboard door knob,
a bedspring to pressurise the bellows,
a Friedland door bell and a nicely
made counter balance weight and arm
pivoted on the framework which may
or may not be original. The mahogany
side frame of the organ had been
varnished some time before several of
the attachments had been lost, and
the outline ofthese can still be seen.
Allwheel andpinion axles are original
even though two wheels have been
replaced, but cams and pinholes
remaining show that the stop/start
and warning arrangements would have
beenvery similarto the clock striking
linkage. Most holes and bearings have
now been accounted for and
replacements will be made in keeping
with the clock and original organ
components.

The Organ Barrels
It was the condition of the barrels
which gave most cause for concern, as
there did not appear to be a
straightforward procedure that would
ensure that the pins and bridges were
frrmly retained in their correct
positions. The barrels seemed to be
the linch-pin ofthe overall restoration
in that however good the rest of the
organ was, poor barrel condition would
not produce a satisfactory result. If
the organ had been produced as an
exhibition piece, then the music pinned
may be of signifrcant interest, so I
decided that whatever the cost in time,
it would be worthwhile to return them
to a condition such that they would
play as well as possible.

Examination of the barrels in their
"as bought" condition showed that at
least some areas would have to have
the pins taken out to repair or replace
the barrel wood. I would. therefore.
need some means of recording the pin
positions to allow them to be replaced
precisely in their original locations.

Some years ago I made a device for
recording the pin positions of musical
box cylinders and for other related
purposes, which I have found to be
consistent in recording and allows
accurate reproduction if used carefirlly.
This device was brought out of
retirement and adapted to take the
22"long!3|r" dia. barrel. The principle
of operation is that, by gearing, the

circumference of the cylinder can be
expanded to approximately 11'onto a
length ofcomputer paper. This allows
a short length on the barrel to be
shown as a much longer length on the
paper. The accuracy is maintained
when reversing the procedure in
working from the paper to relocating
pins into the barrel. Having proved
that a pin location could be re-
established accurately when lost, the
next stage was considered.

It became obvious that, as
substantial repairs were necessary, a
complete record of all pin and bridge
positions would be necessary. This
was done for each ofthe eight tunes
on the three barrels, two tunes being
accommodated on each length of paper.
Whilst doing this, it was discovered
that all pins and bridges appeared to
be present and none (except for one
small area on one barrel) were
completely lost. Many were bent and
broken and the few doubtfirl ones were
noted on the chart for reference if
required when eventually played. The
success of this part of the operation
was put down partly to the care that
had been taken ofthe barrels before I
acquired them, and also that
woodworm insisted on going round
the brass leaving a thin uneaten section
round each pin, preventing it from
dropping out. It was also obvious that
it would not be easy to straighten bent
pins without withdrawing them due
to the softness of some of the wood.
This led to the decision to remove all
pins and bridges allowing these to be
straightened more easily and making
repair work on the barrel easier also.

It was necessary to identify and
record all different types and sizes of
bridges and pins to ensure that they
were replaced correctly. It was found
that there were about four common
bridge lengths, although there were a
few longer ones requiring a pin support
in the middle of the span. There are
three widths ofsingle pins, one 0.021"
thick with a chamfered end, one 0.025"
thick with a sqrare end, and one folded
over for a double thickness made from
the 0.021" thick strip.

I have found a few round pins and
also some half round, but I think
these may have been later
replacements. I have put back the
halfround ones but replaced the round
pins with standard section pins, as
these were steel and had been cut
from domestic pins. All pins and bridges
had been made from roundbrass'wire
rolled to thickness with rounded edges.
The key change sloping bridges were
made from thicker material, although

TWo or three years ago, I was fortunate
enough to become the owner of a
substantial black forest organ playing
long-case clock. It didn't'work of course,
but that feature of items of mechanical
music ceased to be ofsignifrcance long
ago. The organ is 36 key,2 ofwhich
operate a stop change linkage and
there are 4 ranks of wooden pipes,
each with its own stop slider. TVo of
these ranks are operated by bridges
on the barrels and the overall width of
the organ framework is approximately
27". T}:e wooden framed clock move-
ment is housed within this framework
and there are three interchangeable
barrels for the organ. TVo of these
barrels are housed in a separate box.
There are eight tunes per barrel but
as the organ is not yet playable, the
music remains unidentified. The over-
all height (over the tallest organ pipe)
is 8' 4". The organ sits on top ofa wide
mahogany trunk which is 5' 3" high.
The face ofthe clock which is attached
to the front of the organ case is a
painted iron sheet displaying the royal
coat of arms with the 10" dia. clock
dial as the centrepiece. It is thought
that the clock may have been shown
at the Crystal Palace industrial exhi-
bition of 1851 but I have not vet verffied
this.

General Condition
The most signifi cant damage has been
causedbywoodworm. The sides ofthe
organ case and clock trunk being
mahogany, have survived with little
damage. The rest of the organ frame-
work and components being beech
have all suffered badly. The barrels
which are thought to be of sycamore
are severely affected, with some areas
having become nearly detached by
the voracious beetle lawae. Large areas
of pinning were insecure due to the
multiplicity of tunnels surrounding
the pins and bridges below the surface.
It has also survived a frre which has
burnt several edges oftlre organ section
and reduced the tops of some of the
exposed organ pipes. The extent of
the damage has fortunately not been
excessive and will not be difficult to
deal with.

The clock itself has a beech frame
and appears to be complete with all
parts being original and components
generally in good condition. Some of
the framework has had brass re-
inforcing plates added to strengthen
worm damaged sections.

The organ mechanism appeared
very strange when acquired, and has
taken a long time to work out. TVo of
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miany of these had been broke and
replaced by a variety ofbits and pieces.

As an insurance against errors
which are diffrcult to correct after the
event. I kept pins and bridges for each
key and tune in separate packets (8 x
36 packets for each barrel). Before
removing each ring of pins etc. I re-
checked these with my chart to ensure
that I had recorded each one, and that
I had correctly identifred it. Some
corrections were found necessary.

Barrel Construction
One of the barrels was in good condition
and could have been used after a
relatively small amount of work. The
condition of the other two was verv
bad and worse. Having removed the
pins and bridges from the very bad
one, some thought was given to
soundness of barrel end frxings and
the drive end of the worse one was
found to be loose.

This was carefully pulled out and
the barrel found to be made from a
single log, the photographs showing
details of this. It came as a bit of a
surprise as I had always imagined
these to have been constructed by
glueing strips together. Subsequent
dimensional checks showed that dis-
tortion was small and consistent be-
tween all three barrels, there being
about 0.015" to 0.020" shrinkage in
radius at the unsupported centre. The
barrels had been formed concentricallv
with the growth rings and the wood
was free from discontinuities other
than very minor ones. The frt of the
end into the barrel being a combination
oftaper plug and dovetail was ofvery
good quality workmanship.

A nice finishing touch to the barrels
was the insertion of a 3/s" diameter
lead plug in the non-drive end to
statically balance them, although the
effectiveness ofthis had been lost due
to the woodworm damage.

The replacement of the end was
critical regarding the alignment of
the tune location grooves to the pins
and bridges on the barrel. A further
requirement was that it had to be the
same as the other two to maintain the
interchangeability function. A gauge
was made up which reproduced the
organ key positions. This located on
the barrel axle and was adjustable for
height over the barrel surface and
longitudinally from the location
gTooves. The gauge was set to the
optimum position for the other two
barrels and the end put back to this
setting. The lathe was used as an aid
to maintaining alignment ofboth ends
whilst the glue was hardening.

Bar'rel Repair
After trying several wood flllers, Plastic
Padding appeared most appropriate.
It comes in three colours and is a two-
mix resin material which cures fairly

rapidly. It has a wood-like consistency
which cuts, files and sandpapers well.
It is micro-porous which takes strain
and most importantly can be pierced
bythe barrel pins andbridges without
cracking or separating, even at the
filler/wood interface.

I wanted to frnish up with a solid
surface all over which meant that any
soft areas had to be dug out and cut
back to sound wood. This was a time
consuming job chasing sub-surface
tunnels and meant testingthe surface
at very close intervals. One good thing
about near surface tunnels is that
when cleared ofdust, theyforrn avery
good key for the filler. Previously filled
flight holes were drilled out for
uniformity and to provide access for
the wood hardener to be used later.
Having got do$rn to a sound surface,
the barrel was liberally painted with
a wood hardener to solidify remaining
dust and provide a sound base on
which to attach the filler. Liquid going
down the pin and bridge holes
strenthened the inner surface and
also made the fit that little bit tighter
when replacing pins and bridges.

I made up a syr"inge to inject the
frller into worm holes under pressure
which spread it well into the sub-
surface. My frrst attempt at filling
was not very successfiil. Having mixed
a quantity of filler. charged the syringe
and frlled two or three holes, suddenly
came to a stop as the filler set solid in
the syringe . A 'phone call to the Plastic
Padding agent brought forth a bottle
of inhibitor and I can now empty the
syringe before the frller starts to go
off. In most areas, the profrling of the
filler can be matrhed to adjacent wood,
but more care had to be exercised
where large areas of frller were
necessary. When frlling had been
completed, the lead balance weight
was taken out, the hole frlled and the
barrel surface frnished with a red
mahogany stain. Two coats of garnet
french polish were then painted on
which brought it back to very nearly
the original colour.

Trade Label and
Interchangeability
All three barrels had a B. Muckle
trade label but there was onlv one
which could be read. It is hoped to
preserve that one but two have to be
replaced. An enlarged copy of the
original was produced, frrstly by
drawing out a section of the rather
ornate border. This was duplicated by
Xerox and a full border made up. The
lattering was drawn inside the border
in the style of the original and the
whole reduced in several stages,
frnishing with the exact size of the
original. After two coats of french
polish, it looked very much like the
original and was then glued to the
barrel in the same position.

Before pins and bridges were put
back, some thought was given to

compensating for distortion of the
barrel wood. Afull set ofconcentricity
measurements was taken of the
repaired one and the two other barrels
still with pins in. Measurements were
taken at eight positions round the
circumference and longitudinally, at
each end, the key frame wheel track
and four immediate positions. These
readings were taken when the barrels
were rotated aboutthere axles as they
would in their playing positions. As
the keyframe followed variations in
the track eccentricity, readings were
adjusted to compensate for this. The
average variations for each circle of
frgures for all barrels was worked out
and individual frgures compared to
these averages.

The key settings can be set to this
average figure which left relatively
small variations to be accounted for.
It was found that all heights could be
brought within plus or minus 0.005"
of a mean height by setting selected
areas of pins and bridges plus five,
plus ten, minus frve and minus ten
thousandths ofan inch from the mean
height. Five different-depth gauges
were made to suit these and the radius
of the barrel and the non-standard
areas marked outusingpins in suitable
holes outlined by cotton thread.

The method of re-establishing bridge
and pin positions which have been
lostby frllingwas to make up a spring
loaded chisel-edged plunger to make
a start for the insertion of the pin.
This was aligned for each ring of pins
to existing pin holes which ensured
maximum accuracy in maintaining
the original locations.

Putting the pins and bridges back
was straightforward, although a little
tedious. Aft,er each two tunes were
put back, these were aligned to the
key-frame gauge to ensure that they
were in their correct playrng position
in relation to the keyframe.

All that remained to finish offafter
repinning was to statically balance
the barrel by making up a suitable
length of 3/e" lead round, drilling a
hole in the barrel end plug at the
appropriate place, and driving in the
lead plug as was the original
arrangement. As the barrel ends and
the large pipe ends had been covered
with hand-made random pattern
coloured paper, I wanted to reproduce
this for completeness. Having done
the rounds ofleeds bookbinders and
found several papers that were not
quite appropriate, but would have done
if nothing better was available, I finally
found a sheet ofwhat appears to be an
exact match to the original from a
shop in York. At the time of writing, I
have completed the filling of the second
barrel ready for repinning and the
third and easiest will follow on.

I hope it will not be too long before
the completed organ will be heard at
one of our meetings. I
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Mike Tucker of Australia, sends
photographs of a recent acquisition
- the Swisscross do-it-yourself kit
No. 20. The first photo shows the
label on the top ofthe cardboard box
which contains the kit. The second
photo shows the actual contents of
the kit.

The wooden box is ready to be
oolished. but no varnish etc. is
iupplied. Everything else is supplied,
down to a tube ofglue and the tacks
for attaching the hinges, lock and
brass stripping.

The chamfered wooden strips all
frt together somewhat like a jigsaw
puzzle, and provide a recess for the
musical movement. There is a wooden
cover for the movement recess.

The movement is a small Reuge
one, playing "Swedish Rhapsody".

One wonders if there was a saving
in purchasing a kit rather than a
finished product or if the aim was
simply to attract the do-it-yourself
exponent? I would feel confident that
the latter was the real aim.

Mike says, the kit will remain in
its original state and he will devote
his energy to somewhat larger "do-
it-yourself' music box building/re-
building. I Photograph 1.

Photograph 2.
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The Musical
Pocket Watch

Kenneth M. Goldman
Some the the earliest forms of
mechanical music are in the very
small objects such as snuffboxes,
pocket watches, etc. This form of
mechanical music is very rarely
seen by MBSI members as there
seems to be a different group of
people who collect them, a different
set ofreference books and a lacking
of general information. The wonder-
ful talk given by Frank Metzger at
the recent MBSI meeting in Tea-
neck, New Jersey, entitled Small,
Precious & Rare gave most of us a
good look at these wonderful objects.

For the last few years, I have
been gathering information about
these items and I must say, it hasn't
been easy. The referencebooks are
long out of print and the few
Er:ropean museums that have some
on exhibit are far off the beaten
path. However, with a good deal of
determination and time, I have
recently gotten a much better
understanding of these very fine
and very rare objects.

An enlarged view of the interior
mechanism with the musical
movement visable. This is a "sur
platearf' mechanism with a D tnlolt}a
comb. The music plays on the hour
or by sliding a band on the edge of
the case.

The watch illustrated here is a
gold floral enamel pearl set quarber
repeating musical watch. It is
signed on the top plate "P & M"
which is probably for the frrm of
Piguet & Meylan. This Geneva
frrm was started by Isaac Daniel
Piguet and Philippe Samuel Meylan
during the time of 1811 to 1828.

They produced some of the very
finest in complex watches, musical
and automata snaffboxes, etc. Ttreir
work is among the very top of all
makers of these objects. During
their time, a man of great means
visited the shop and was quite
fascinated with their work. He
bought a great many pieces and
ordered them shipped back to his
homeland of Australia. Unfor-

The face of the watch has pearls
around the border with white
enamel dial with Romannumerals
and blued stcel hands.

The back is frnely painted enarnel
with a floral bouquet. Also, note
the enamel and pearl set bow at
the top of the watch. Similar to
the front, there are pearls around
the border.

rnside the back cover is the A
'buvette" or inner cover. Ihis is
ena.melled as well with 3 holes for
setting the time, winding the
watc\ sa4 yiading the music.

tunately, the boat was lost at sea!
Butbacktothe watch. The repeater
mechanism is activated by depres-
sing the top pendant. Ttre gongs
are for the hours and then the
quarter hours. There is a lever for
silenUmusic as the watch will play
a tune on the hour when the lever
is activated. Otherwise, the music
can be played by means of a slide
on the band or outer edge ofthe
watch. There is a single tune on
the musical movement.

I do hope to be able to present
more in the way ofthese wonderfrrl
pieces in future articles. If any
member has any information or
pieces similar to this, I would be
most interested in hearing from
them. These pieces have remained
hidden and out of sight for much
too long.

I can be reached at P.O. Box
147 7, Boston, Mass. O2lO4 U.S.A.

The interior mechanism of the
watch shows very fine engraving.
This was comnonly done for
watches for the Chinese market.
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Venues with Mechanical Music - 9

MARCHAL SCOUT MUSEUM
Es a la Ligne, CH 1453 Bullet

Bullet is in Switzerland, in the north
ofthe Canton ofVaud, 7km from the
French flontier at an altitude of 1200m.
The so-called "Balcony ofJura" is well
worth making a detour for, the view is
magnificent, it is one of the finest you
can see, and is almost 360'. To the
south is the "Massif du Mont Blanc"
and Lake Geneva. To the east there is
the chain of the Swiss Alps and the
Lake of Neuchatel. To the north and
west, the chain of the "Monts du Jura",
with in particular the "Chaseron" at a
height of 1509m. In winter, of course,
you can ski (also ski touring), and in
summer the walks are absolutely
beautiful.

Bullet is 500km from Paris, within
half an hour's drive from Pontarlier,
an hour and a quarter from Geneva,
three ouarters of an hour from
Lausanne and Neuchatel, and ten
minutes from Sainte Croix.

The Marchal Scout Museum dis-
plays:

Mechanical Musical instruments
in good working order.

Souvenirs relating to the Auto-
mobile.

Pictures showing the Shroud of
Turin.

And. above all. Scout documents
such as books, badges, scarves and
various o$ects - The three large rooms
of the Museum bear the names of
those who greatly inlluenced the Scout
life of its proprietor Claude P. Marchal,
they are: P. Pinard-Legry (France),
Harry Thorsen (U.S.A.) and Walter
Grob (Switzerland).

The Museum owns about ten scout
statues and statuettes, Scout auto-
matons, for example Baden-Powell
writing "Scouting for Boys", a Girl
Guide whistling Scout calls, Sergeant
Goodyear on his bicycle delivering a
letter duringthe Siege of Mafeking. A
fourth automaton is being made at
Michel Bertrand's workshop in Bullet:
it is a WolI Cub holding a bird in his
hand and teaching it how to sing. We
can also see a mechanical piece, quite
interesting, which was used to teach
Semaphore signallingto the Boy Scouts.
You can also see uniforms of Wolf
Cubs, Boy Scouts, Rover Scouts, Scout
Leaders and Girl Guides from many
countries. The Museum is always
lookingfor other uniforms to complete
their collection.

The Museum is also in possession
of old Scout toys and games - building
blocks, lead, plastic and cardboard
figurines, parlour games ofdice, such
as the game of goose. card games
similar to that of "Happy families",
cardboard cut-out Scout scenes,
puzzles, bingos, games of skill . . . and
so on. Visitors may start the street
organs in motion - particularly those

playing Scout tunes, and accompany
them with their own songs.

Scout postcards are regularly
published by the Museum. Not so
long ago a series of 10 postcards was
issued forming a puzzle and rep-
resenting a Boy Scout ofthe year 1914
in the centre of ten different Scout
scenes. Scout postcard enthusiasts can
see cards flom every country, by special
request. Information regarding listings
of the postcards from the World
Jamborees of 1937 in the Netherlands
and of 1947 in France can be obtained,
others are under study.

The visitor will notice a sreat
number of posters and placardslpar-
ticularly of P. Joubert, Marton and
Norman Rockwell, the Museum is
especially proud of possessing originals
by P. Joubert and other Scout artists.

The main aim ofthe Museum is not
the keeping of Scout records, it does
have a few filed however. It owns,
amongst others, letters from important
Scout personalities, and in particular
two originals from Baden-Powell. Do
you know that there are Scout cine-
cameras and cameras? You will see
some in the Museum.

The Museum's library contains
many books which are disiributed in
three main sections:
1. Scout novels and semi-Scout books

such as those oublished in the
series "Signe de- Piste".

2. TechnicalScoutbooksinFrench,
and some in English.

3. Books ofScout andjuvenile songs
from many countries.

All the books are recorded on
computer, the Museum can provide
listing by authors, titles, illustrators,
publishers and publishing towns.

In order to produce an inventory as
complete as possible of all Scout books
published in the French language, the
Museum also includes in its listing
books that it does not possess. and
which it is looking for.

Ifever you do have a Scout library
for disposal, please get in touch with
the Museum which will be very gratefirl
to you.

The computer has in its memory a
great number of badges dated from
every country, cloth and metal badges,
also plastic ones. They are badges
issued on the occasion oflocal, regional,
national or international events such
as camDs. anniversaries and Jam-
borees. 

-

The Museum is particularly inter-
ested in World Jamborees and looks
out for all that refers to them, including
paper ephemera and souvenirs of all
kinds. Special listings have been made
of these.

There are also numerous metal hat
and beret badges - should you have
any ideas about displaying them, please
be kind enough to let us know.

The Museum collects ohotos. slides
and video-films. but has-not yet made
uD its mind about them. Your
suggestions will once again be most
welcome. It owns Scout tapes and
records, without nevertheless-. having
specialised in this freld, but wishes to
increase its collection. It would be
pleased to know whether listings have
already been made on this subject.

Scout philatelists may see, by special
request, stamps, covers, postmarks,
vignettes, cigarette cards . . . The
ohilatelic collection ceases from the
lgoo s.

Laszlo Nagy, who was for over 25
years the General Secretary of the
World Scout Bureau in Geneva, and
who has recently retired (he did deserve
it) made Claude and Solange Marchal,
Baden-Powell Companions, a gift of
150 or so souvenirs from his numerous
journeys throughout the World of
Scouting. We warmly thank him for
tnrs.

Contacts with Scout Museums in
Europe and America permit us to state
that the Marchal Scout Museum is
one of the most important.

Visits to this private Museum are
free, but it is advisable to frx an
appointment in advance.

From France call: 19.41.24.6\3426
From Switzerland call: Q24) 613426.

The Museum can give information
regarding accommodation, hotels, lodg-
ing and camping.

To add to its collection, the Museum
buys and exchanges, all offers will be
quickly acknowledged.

Of course, readers of "The Music
Box" are heartily welcomed! They can
see and hear dozens of flrne music
boxes; a revolver, a2Vz,hours playing
one, railway station one with a curtain;
singing birds, snuffboxes, street and
home organs, Orchestrelle, Weber
Unika, US Pianolin, Welte Mignon,
Hupfeld Violina, Dusart-Raismes
Orchestrion, nine automatons playing
in an orchestra above an organ with
four registers, Magic Organa Hohner
with drum and cymbals, Black Forest
automata clock, Bertrand's girl cyclist
automata, the largest Syrnphonion disc
box, automatic Polyphon, Harmonia
disc box, Libellion card music box,
Jacouer-Droz or Maillander clock with
singing bird, Swedish church Har-
monium, car musical horns and several
other mechanical music items - Also
some old Swiss farm instruments and
a complete collection ofthe lstAugust
emblems (National Swiss Feast). I

t
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A wide selection was offered by the tune sheet ofFig.
1, on Ami Rivenc serial 38398, probably made in
1888. Tune 2 is from the 1823 song cycle Schiine
Mullerin by Schubert. Tune 3 is a spirited gavotte,
not uncommon on musical boxes of this period, by
Cibulka (sometimes written Czibulka) - a hard to
trace composer. Tune 4 was composed and sung in
1886 by the Music Hall artist Charles Coborn. Tune
5 is lost among a welter of Dorothys. Tune 6 has come
out in several versions since its original composition
by Londoner Harry Carey in about 1710. It was
switched to another tune in 1790. This version does
not sound anything like Gracie Fields. That fellow
Carey also wrote a ballad-opera in 1720 entitled A
Wonder - or, The Honest Yorhshireman.

Late six-inch cylinder boxes
Back in the 1890s many owners of commonplace
musical boxes must have boasted that "mine plays
more tunes than yours." You even hear quantity of
tunes being praised at auction viewings to-day. It
must have been a major reason for the masses of six
inch cylinder boxes turned out with up to twelve
tunes and thereby only about thirty comb teeth.

Whenthe makers found sales were briskforthese
movements, especially in larger cases and when
enhanced (in appearance at least) with three bells,
musical quality sometimes went distinctly downhill.
This has led to a widespread condemnation of 6 inch

3-bell boxes, and some corresponding suspicion about
all late six inch boxes, which is often unfair..

Moreover, cylinder boxes which get in the news
tend to be the larger and more elaborate types,
rather crowding out the smaller jobs unless they are
earlies or of intriguingly obscure origin. These late
period smaller boxes often had a rather hard life,
always known to be of modest value, and overtaken
very soon by disc or gramophone and then subject to
neglect or reckless attention - of which one sees
gruesome examples.

Fig. 2 shows a typical good quality late six inch 6-
air box made by Ami Rivenc about 1889, serial
38618. It has a 57-tooth comb and the cylinder
diameter is 13/n inch grving 5% inches circumference.
Ideal playing time is about 55 seconds per cylinder
revolution, so tunes last about 53 seconds and surface
speed is a tenth of an inch per second. This was the
standard maintained by the best makers, here
enriched by a generous helping of 3802 cylinder
pins, average 633 per tune. This gives twelve notes
per tune per second; and since the tunes are very
well arranged it puts the movement in the top class
for musical quality.

As Fig. 2 shows, the case is not over-size ,being\SVz
by 8t/t inches. The resulting size of the base, the
sounding board, is 12% by 7 so its periphery is 3872
inches which gives adequate sound radiation down
to frequencies of 165H2. It covers all except the four
lowest notes of the comb, namelyo, b, c andd whose
frequencies are respectively 108, 72L, L28 andI44Hz.

Fig. 3 shows the comb before repair, with a few
missing bass end tips and, unusually, a missing lead
weight - the last one at the treble end. Teeth 15 and

Fig. l.Multi-coloured97zby53/ninch Ami Rivenc tune sheet for serial 38398. Registered design, litho by C. Knusli,
Zurich.
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Fig. 2. Typical six inch 6-air box by Ami Rivenc for agent Dawkins with brass rosette comb washers, serial 38618.

16 are tuned to a = 44OHz. Their relative stiffness is
200 compared with 190 on Nicole 44458 mentioned
below. In addition to three soldered dampers done
by a previous restorer who failed to extract the
damper pins, there are nine soldered dampers, on
teeth 36 to 44, making feather dampers unnecessary
and thereby providing a real touch of class. The
highest tooth needing a damper is indicated by a
scratched €urow on the brass base; top treble dampers
should not be omitted, though elderly restorers like
myself can scarcely hear the resulting high frequency
frzzing noise from these teeth.

The cylinder ofserial38618 was aborderline case
for re-pinning but I was glad to have done it; it made
the music absolutely complete, allowed the pin count,
enabled me to report that the drilling was very
accurate, and produced what may be a raity - a
gadget frxed inside the treble end cap to provide a
cavity for the drivetar, see Fig. 4.

The movement has a single blank number, 4,
stamped on the bass edge of the bedplate and on
almost all components of the spring, cylinder and
governor assemblies. On some the stamp is damaged
as shown in Fig. 5. It is important not to confuse
such damaged strikes with possible personal marks
made by some of the earlier craftsmen.

The case ofserial 38618 has frne rosewood veneer
on the lid with triple stringing and a small leaf-
patterned central inlay.

The acid test for these smallerboxes is to set them
up in fair competition with a standard good quality
box such as a 13 inch eight air Nicole. By fair
competition I mean both standing on similar surfaces
and playing the same tune at the same speed.
Unfortunately serial 38618 had lost its tune sheet,
which was probably like Fig. 1; but its tune 2 is

BonnieDundce whichis alsotune 2 onNicole Gamme
2615. So I was able to stage the frrst competition
between Nicole 44458 (96 teeth) and the Rivenc (57
teeth), and duly asked a string ofreferees to give
their verdicts. About a quarter were not sure, but
three quarters defrnitely preferred Nicole. Then
came the tricky part, to assess "how nearly as good"
was the Rivenc. After much discussion the average
opinion came out at 85Vo.I had cheated slightly by
mounting the Rivenc in a case vith l7r/zby 9Vzinch
sounding board which radiated aII the low notes
effectively.

Assuming for safety that the Rivenc was only
"80Vo asgood as the Nicole," that implies they would
be equally good if the Nicole teeth were reduced to
807o, makingit a77-tooth comb. So this would then
be equal to the 57 teeth ofthe Rivenc. Therefore the
Nicole is under-using about twenty teeth. Of course
this is a rather crude comparison, but it certainly
underlines the improved tooth utilization by Rivenc.

Try again. Tune 4 on the Rivenc is I haue a song
to sing, O from The Yeomen of the Guard (1888)
which also appeared as tune 7 on the Mojon Manger
serial 28441, Buffet style, mentioned in Oddments
47, wit}":' 72 comb teeth plus six for bells. In this
contest, bells excluded, all praised the fruitier melody
of the Buffet with its comparatively huge 22Yzby 13
inch soundingboard, but nearly a quarter preferred
the Rivenc, mainly on account of its considerably
better tune arrangement.

These competitions between two quite different
boxes can be very entertaining and revealing. Many
listeners particularly enjoy the very precise notes
from not-too-complex boxes. Well worth a try when
tunes match, though there may be a disappointed
loser.
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Fig. 3. Comb of serial 38618 showing tuner's marks on brass base and nine soldered dampers at the treble end.

Cost effective combs
Long after steel dampers became standard makers
remained cautious about shortening the interval
before a tooth was played again, and also cautious
about overworking dampers - not wishing to debase
quality. The result was that more teeth were used
than strictly necessary.

This seems to have persisted until the 1870s
when increasing pressure on costs led to a decided
reduction in under-used teeth, allowing equal musical
quality from fewer teeth or shorter cylinders. Ami
Rivenc serial 38618 may be a rather extreme example
with its 3802 pins, but it is a fact that no teeth are
under-employed and the bass and treble ends are
fully utilized. Conversely the 13 inch standard eight
air Nicole boxes have several teeth played by only a
handful of pins, and many pairs of teeth where a
single tooth would serve.

Nicole never departed from this generous allocation
of comb teeth which reduces faults from failing
dampers and involves a longer case with better

Fig.4. Treble end cap of serial38618 showingknurled
edge, grooves cut to clear pins near the end of the
cylinder, and zinc shield to leave space in the cement
for the drive bar. The tapped hole for the snail cam
follower is perilously close to the cylinder.

sound radiation ofthe bass teeth. It also facilitated
Nicole's continuing use of early tune arrangements,
which they sometimes re-grouped under a new
Gamme number and which necessitated the same
number of teeth. Sometimes they were even more
lavish with teeth, using up to 126 on some L2-air
two-per-turn boxes performing straightforward
tunes. All this could be labelled either "striving to
maintain quality" or "Iack of cost consciousness"
and it probably led to their early demise. Other
makers were quicker to exploit comb teeth more
effectively.

So it is not such a great surprise that the busy 57
teeth of Rivenc 38618 playingBonnie Dundee came
fairly close to matching the g6 teeth of Nic ole 44458.

The 3-bell version
Naturally Rivenc also made the fashionable and
popular 3-bell boxes, and an example at the superior
(6-air) end of the scale is serial 38398 whose tune
sheet is shown in Fig. 1, and mechanism in Fig. 6.
The case is larger than it need be, at l5r/z by I}L/t
inches, done by widening the two end partitions as
can be seen in comparing it with Fig. 2. The advantage
is a larger sounding board of periphery 46r/z inches
which allows effective sound radiation down to c
below middle c, frequency L28Hz. But the lowest
note on this comb isg two below middle c, frequency
96Hz and the next lowest note, the frfth tooth (after
the three bell teeth) is tuned to d below middle c.

Fig. 5. The damaged figure 4 stamp applied to the
governor base and to the side cover which has been
needlessly and excessively polished by some restorer.
This has impaired the two oil sinks, exposed the
lower steel dowel, and worsened the effect of the
damaged frgure 4.
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Fig. 6. Rivenc six inch 6-air three bell serial 38398
with the usual enlarged case, plain bell strikers, and
rosette washers spreading to cap the bells.

frequency L44Hz and is therefore amply radiated.
The case is also 2r/+incheshigher so itis considerably

more impressive, for anyone impressed by size; and
with bells and larger sounding board it certainly
packs slightly more punch.

Fig. 7 shows the comb, with an astonishing 17
soldered dampers, on teeth 28to 44. The o teeth are
again numbers 15 and 16, and most corresponding
teeth on the two combs are tuned to the same pitch.
So it is surprising that the damper pin holders were
ground away eight teeth earlier on this comb than
on serial 38618. The stamped frgures of the serial
numbers on the two combs are quite different, as are
the tuner's marks on the comb base, so it is clear that
these combs were tuned by different hands. General
comb quality and tooth stiffness are practically
identical on these two combs. The boxes only differ
on account of their sizes, the bells, and their tune
arrangements. I frnd the bells seem to diminish the
effect of the lowest bass notes, which may explain
why three of those used on 38618 are omitted on
38398. Though well tuned and applied, three bells
are inevitably disappointing after hearing a six-bell
box.

The blank numbers for serial 38398 are 11 on
spring components and 37 on cylinder and governor,
both also on bass edge of bedplate. The veneered
case lid has triple stringing with the admirable
central inlay shown in Fig. 8.

As expected , there are many identical components
in these two six inch movements which are separated
by only 320 serial numbers, probably three or four
months. These components include . . .

Cylinders with knurled endcaps nearly 2" dia.
so the cylinder can be placed on a flat surface
without risk of damagrng the pins. Also quite
decorative but annoying for pin grinding and
raking.
Governors with winged lion on cock; and ratio,
cylinder to endless, 1 to 1575.

Spring and winder assemblies.
"Dawkins" brass rosette washers on comb
screws.
Tune change levers and control levers - the
play/stop levers with sprung detent and the
change/repeat lever travel limit€d by pins. Both
with scalloped escutcheons.

Fig. 7. Comb of serial 38398 with tuning marks,
seventeen soldered dampers, and vertical line ofdots
- a convention for indicating the last tooth needing a
damper.

AII this adds to the mystery of why most of these
items had to be stamped with blank numbers, and
why these numbers should be different for identical
components on these two movements.

Cylinder dots
Sherlock Holmes was right again when he remarked
to Watson early inA Scandal in Bohemia 'You see
but you do not observe." I have seen sundry L'Ep6e
cylinders for nearly twenty years, but I have only
just obsewed that they have a second distinguishing
characteristic in addition to their track widths being
.018" - and one that can be seen at a glance! Namely,
that the lining-up dots are not on the track lines
round the cylinder but between them, usually on the
tune just past halfway, for example tune 5 on an
eight-air box.

I think I am right in saying both this is unique to
L'Ep6e and that all other makers place the dots on
the track lines; but we have to keep reminding
ourselves that no one has ever seen even one per
cent of the output of any maker except Nicole who
flooded the English market. However, it seems fairly
safe to say that one group of makers always placed
these dots on the frrst tune - notably Baker-Troll,
Langdorff, Mermod, PVF - whereas others always
placed them on the last tune - notably Bremond,
Conchon, Mojon Manger, Nicole, Rivenc.

The L'Ep6e placing is technically sound as it
halves any cumulative error in the pricking operation,
assuming pricking started on the dot tune. This is
probably why it was not applied to 4-air boxes,
judging from the rather scant evidence of eight inch
4-air key-winds serial 4067 and 6873 where the
lines and dots are on the first tune.

Fig. 8. Bonus with a three-bell box. Riderless horse in
elegant marquetry design on Rivenc 38398.
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Fig. 9. Typical key-wind tune change lever here modifred for lever wind on Langdorffserial 13013 made in 1861.
I raised it on matchsticks to show the now disused operating pin which has wisely been retained to prevent the
end of the lever accidentally touching the cylinder. Beside it is the peg over which the thinned and shaped end
of the lever is sprung and frrmly located in its two positions.

Tune Change Lever
When a design change meets with instant public
approval manufacturers naturally rush to implement
it on their products. A classic example was the total
change from key to lever wind about 1860. There
were doubtless sundry critics of the change, including
the key makers, and of course there were the usual
problems of key-wind components no longer wanted
but not to be wasted. Among these were the tune
change levers which were modifred by screwing an
extension rod into the frnger, as shown in Fig. 9.

In the key-wind set-up the tune change lever is
pivoted at its centre, generally about 2r/zinchesfrom
both the frnger and the pin engaged by the lever
under the bedplate. So its overall length is about
frve inches and both ends have the same arc of
movement, about an eighth of an inch, say 3mm.

With lever wind it was simple to increase the
Iength from pivot to finger, in order to reduce
angularity and thereby reduce the danger of the
frnger either touching the great wheel or moving to
the edge ofthe snail cam teeth. Lengths of3% inches
soon became common, with up to 4 inches adopted
by Nicole an d 4L/zby PI/F. Exceptions were boxes with
cylinders six inches and less where lengths of 2s/n

inches were common, presumably for neatness.

The placing of the control lever partition relative
to the bedplate was fairly consistent, generally Sling
a distance of two inches from the frnger to the
change/repeat control lever. So for example with a 4
inch pivot length the movement at the control lever
would be one and a half times the frnger movement
of an eighth of an inch, l.e. three sixteenths, say
5mm. The control lever pivots are at or near centre,
so the effective movement to operate the lever is a
bit under a quarter of an inch. The notches in the
brass control lever panels on many Nicole and some

other makes limit these levers to about 3/'u" travel.
Similarly, the double stop dowelledtothe edge ofthe
bedplate in later L'Ep6e boxes limits travel to about
5mm - and also usefully allows some adjustment to
the height of the frnger above the bedplate, upon
which the timing of the tune change depends.

Changeover details and dates
Although hinged glass lids were already established
on many key-wound boxes, it took a year or two -
probably the years 1860 and 1861 - before the standard
arrangement of a glass lid fitted between two
partitions was fuIly established. I think it was merely
a love of neat symmetry that introduced a partition
at the lever end; it was omitted on many boxes
during the transition, for example lever-wound
Langdorff 13013 made in 1861, and its absence
enabled you to lift the glass lid from the left side
without needing a lifter.

An extension of this idea was to cut a semi-
circular notch near the front of the control lever
partition, so a frnger could reach in to lift the lid.
This was done by Bremond and I have also seen it on
Ducommon Gfuod serial4849, six airs 11inch cylinder,
which has a cast iron bedplate and was probably
made about 1870; but most makers, including these
two, simply attached a folded piece of velveteen
ribbon under the front of the glass lid frame.

There are puzzling anomalies about modifred
key-wind components seen on lever wind boxes. For
example Nicole serial 4L573 (11 inch cylinder, six
airs mandolin) has a key-wind type of tune change
lever, modifred as shown in Fig. 9. So either there
was a very large surplus of these components or
serial 41573 was made notlaterthan 1862 - thereby
adding to the evidence that Nicole production finished
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Letters sent to the Ed.itor may be reprod.uced. in part or
whole, unless marhed. "Not for Publication." Due to the
amount ofwork inuoloed in prod,ucing the "Music Box" the
Ed,itor regrets he cannot answer all letters personall!.

Aeolian Organ roll
catarcgue
Kevin McElhone writes from 159,
Beatrice Road, Kettering,
Northants NNIG gQR.

The Aeolian Organ roll catalogue
is now completed with only 158
titles missing out of about 7,000. I
am currently getting the books
printed and bound up. They are
available in two ways:-

Either as a set offour separate
books.

Part 1 - General information
and list of instruments.
Part2 - Numerical listing by
roll number.
Part 3 - Alphabetical by Title.
Part 4 - Alphabetical by com-
poser.

These books have been bound
on A4 size and I would wish to sell
them as a set offour for f,35.

Also, for museums and those
with a limited budget I can provide
computer listings on continuous
paper at f,20 for copies ofparts 2, 3,
and 4. (i.e. for the three).

Postage is not included in the

above prices but will hopefully be
about f,3 by parcel post due to the
weight of400 pages ofprint.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Total number of rolls 7,390.
Number of missing titles only 158.

The top ten composers ofrolls werei

Aeolian issued catalogues from
1905 until 1931 and the prices of
the rolls were from 2/6d, to 8/- in
July 1905 risingto 5/- to 10/- (small
to large size) in 1920 and falling
again to 3/- to 5/6d in June 1931
which is the latest list I have traced.
Rolls were price coded A-small, B-
medium, C-large and therefore it
was easy to change the price of all
rolls being sold. Some catalogues
were very large, the 1905 one
contained 5,057 titles and some
were very small - the July 1912
one contained only 79 titles.

Ofthe 83 instruments traced 37
are playing today, most have been
restored, but some are still living
on "borrowedtime" on the original
pneumatics.

I have also listed all the
"Playtime" rolls made by Laguna
up until 1985 as many collectors I
have contacted want to hear more
modern tunes.

I am still lookingto getoriginals
on photo-copies of Aeolian adverts,
many are found in an antiques
rnagazine called the CONNOIS-
SEIJR published between 1900 and
7920.

I am also having4OO brand new
music rolls copied from more
original Aeolian rolls so if you are
interested, please write to me or
telephone 0536-523988.

I am grateful forthe manypeople
who have helped with this project
and now that the book is completed
I am wondering what I could list
next, which has not already been
done. Any suggestions please? I

Doy nxeeting
Jim Hall writes from Kendal.
Cumbria.
I have been approached by a few
members about the possibility of
me running another meeting in
the locality. With this in mind, I
am organising a day meeting at
Kendal, on Saturday 29th June,
further details in the next Jour-
nal. when frnalised. t

I{ave you paid
your

subscription yet?
Please remember that your
subscriptions should now be
sent to Ted Bowman, April
Cottage, 24 T\e Slade, Clophill,
Bedford, MK45 4BT.

Wagner
Beethoven
Gourod

L72
125
107

Mendelssohn 101
Tchaikowsky 94
Victor Herbert 79
Mozart 72
Verdi 67
Bach
Handel

87
61

I frnd this rather interesting in
that only Victor Herbert was a
composer of "popular" music, the
others being more serious with
most of their compositions.

I have visited people all overthe
U.K. and have had lists of roll
collections from private collectors
and museums in France.
Netherlands. USA and Australia.
Ttrere are details of 83 Orchestrelles
in the book and I am hoping to top
the 100 mark in the next couple of
months. The commonest veneer
frrst used was mahogany and the
most popular model of instrument
must have been the model 'V'which
was nearly 257o of those in existence
today.
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GRAHAM WEBB
Autlor of The Cylinder Musical Box Handbook., The Disc Musical Box Handbook

celebrates his

THIRTIETH YEAR

Mechanicnl Music
59 SHIP STREET, BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN1 1AE, ENGLAND

Telephone and FacsimlIe 0273 - 21.803
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JOE PETTITT at BRIDGEBARN

COIN-OPERATED AMUSEMENTS
OF ALL TYPES

VICTORIAN TO 1930's ERA PLUS MANY
OTHER INTERESTING MUSICAL AND

Antiques ot all @riptions
Wn nlrst &ys aN trefc;Ns *E af|er pn.

BRIDGEBARN & HAYBARN
ANTIQUE CENTRES
THE GREEN, MAIN ROAD,
BATTLESBRIDGE, E$SEX.

Te@huc: Wicklord @ffi) 76350o & TilSW
'14 Other dealers in lour hlibings (ideal lor the ladies to browse!)

MECHANICAL ITEMS

Lesley Evans
PI.AYER PIANO SPECIALIST

High Quality Grand and Upright Player Pianos
Restored throughout to the Highest Possible
Standards usually available from stock.
We are occasionally able to undertake the
restoration of clients' own instruments. Please
telephone for further details.

A Large Stock of Original Rolls
(88 and 65 note)

Always available at Competitive Prices

VISIT US AT LISS
(phone Liss [0730] 894086 for appointment)

or send S.A.E. for details to:-

P.O. Box 12 ALRESFORD
HANTS SO24 gAG
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THE
PAPER
ORGAN

KIT
llinner ol the BBC Paper Engineering Competition

This highly original mechanical organ is
assembled entirely from outlined and cut-
out card with easy-to-follow instructions.

A music roll, to demonstrate the musical
qualities of the organ, is included in the kit.
Your own melodies can be cut out on blank
music rolls by following clear instructions.

44 metres of blank paper roll, enough for
22 melodies, is supplied with the kit.

The completed organ is decorated with
pictures of traditional organs.

Send your order with Cheque or Poslal Order lo:
PAPER ORGAN XXT
Benjamin Hurdle
14 Oxford Street, Kingsdown, Bristol BS2 EHH, UK

Name ,.............
Address ,..........

Tel No..............

Pleose send me... ....PAPER ORGAN KIT(S)

Totd Cost....,..,......;.....,..,........
Chequa ond Poslol Oilers msde out to knjomin Hurdle

Prica of ORGAN KIT:
I.JK & EUROPE S25.45ruSA & CANADA f,29.63
NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA f,34.E3/JAPAN f32,03
Payment lo be made in Sterling and drawn on UK bank.
inclusive of oir moil ond pockoging



JACK
DONOVAN

93, PORTOBELLO ROAD,

LONDON, W.ll.

Telephone

0t -727 - 1485

Specialist in
Mechanical Music

Automata
Singing Birds
Music Boxes

Polyphons

Juvenalia
Unusual Clocks

Phonographs
Gramophones

&c

ROBERT KANE TRENDER

Specialist Restorer of Disc Musical Boxes
Seven point Five. Drayson Mews. Kensington.London.WS

01.937.3247
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NORFOLK POLYPHON
CENTRE

(NORMAN & JUNE VrNCE)

SPECIALISTS IN:_

ORCHESTRIONS & ORGANS

AUTOMATA

CYLINDER BOXES

DISC MACHINES

A wide and constantly changing range
of instruments alwavs available

WOOD FARM, BAWDESWELL, EAST DEREHAM, NORFOLK.

Telephone: Bawdeswell (036-288) 230

(on 81145 one mile east of A1067 junction in Bawdeswell Village).

CYLTNDER AI\D DISC BOX REPNR AIYD RESTORATION

Cutting back Retuning
Releading and T\rning
Refacing star wheels
Setting up and adjusting gantries

Motor repairs

Services offered include:-

* Cylinder repinning - no limitation to size.

* Pins can be raked(angleQ ifnequired'

* Eccentric or worn cylinder pine reglound
trre to cylinder pivots

* All manner of comb wor{c

*
*
*
*
*

Iilnc4mm

J. D. WEIR F.B.H.I.
Parkview, 72B Glengate, Kiriemur, Anguq Scotland DD8 4JG

Telephone: Kinriemuir (0575) 79781

Cylinder repiruring due to workshop expansion I can offer a oomplete cylinder repirming service in a rcalietic time with no
limitations on rylinder eize, anything from muff bor to Plerodieniqug including orchestsl and organ cylinders. Organ

cylinders can be repinned with or without partial bridge repairs or full rebridging
C$inder pins art finished straigbt or raked as required.

Single cylinders from interchangeable eets can bercpinned without surcharge Allrepins ar,e charged attbe sEne basic price
or length r diameter r 75p plus ttt;Y"f""f-;{S*f"ffi""tnfrffC"Tl*d of leneth l diameter r 20p All

Organ cylinder repinning charges are asseesed on the full length of the cylinder including the bddged section This is to allow
for the exba time spent preparing and finishing theee. (hgan bridge repaim are charged at €12 per horr.

Collection and delivery. All wort can be -["*Tf 
ffilJ"Tud ig|"ifft 

t ineured caEier. Large itens can be collected

In fact aru'thfuW trccessary tn cotnpldcly ouef,will Wur musbal bu. Part jobs welnmc.
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Special-Auctiont'Old Technology"
After our sucoessful sale of Mechanical Music Instruments on 1 December '90 with

more than 9OVo sales quota we're looking for our next spring sale for pretentious
items and entire collections of

ttMechanical Musictt
'Music Automata 'Organs'Musical Disc and Cylinder boxes . Orchestrions

'Phonographs . Gramophones. ...and all other interesting mechanical
music instruments.

C-all us, if you've something for sale. We're happy to advise you.

Consignments are welcome at any time.
Overseas please ask for "Easy Shipping Instructions"

Results of our last specialist auction:

Manotle, c, l.!!(X)T,6ffilF:

%*H$#r4

Polyphon c.19(tr
J5,160.-A r0,150.-

Cylinder box "Heller", c. 1t85
I 1,390.-A 2735.-

Gramophme nEtcrnola Porbblofon". c. ll)10
.f 9$._tE 1.875._

Edison Standord Phoneraoh. c. lll(E
@

PhoneraphC.G. llXB

-ts7s.=iT.. 

fffi-

MuslcalArtonatr with
2 mechanical Juu eau dolls, c. 18)0

r lt(Bs.J$ D,665.-



After extensive Study, Research and Development we have produced a machine that can copy
ALL DISCS foT ALL MAKES of MACHINE:

we can now offer this unique DISC-CUTIING SERVICE world-wide.

For the first time, GUARANTEED, PERFECT DISCS, from 4" to 34" can be supplied (projection and
projection-less - for Music Boxes and Disc Orchestrions).

The Computer Numerically Controlled machinery can produce copies of discs with the highest
possible accuracy, both in terms of radial and angular positioning. It is totally adaptable and can even
rectify non-standard discs. The discs are made from the correct quality steel, are altractively finished
and are supplied in individual heavy-duty P.V.C. covers.

A GUARANTEED, EFFICIENT SERVICE - AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

SEND S.A.E. FOR PRICES, LISTS ETC.

Contact Clive or Lester |ones at The Mechanical Music Collection,
Church Road, Portfield, CHICHESTER, West Sussex PO19 4HN.

Telephone: (02431785421 or 372646

QUALITY INSTRUMENTS DESERVE'RENAISSANCE' DISCS
(AlI types of Musical Box restoration undertaken).



LAST DATE FOR RECEIPT
OFADVERTISEMENTS FOR
INCLUSION IN NEXT ISSUE:-
7th April 1991.
Members: llp per word
(bold t54rc 5p per word extra).

Minimum cost each advertisement €3.
Non-Members: 22p per word,
(bold type 10p per word extra)

Mininum cost each advertisement 96.

Semi display single column 8cm ms. 30 words f9
Ecm max 50 words f,13. BoxNo. fl
CASH WITH ORDER PLEASE TO:
Advertising Muager,
Ted Brom,207 Halfway Stret,
Sidcup, Kent DAlS 8DE.
Tel: O8l.30O 6536

FOR SALE
Nice selection of Player Pianos plus
NedSftrand Rolls Duo-Art etc. Export
service. Laguna Rolls, Lagoon Road,
Pagham, Sussex PO2 1 4TH, England.
Ampico Grand, duo art upright,
Aeolian Orchestrelle organ with rolls,
58 note, 65 and 88 note, Ampico and
duo art rolls. 65 note push up. 155/e

Polyphon, with 16 discs firlly restored
and repolished. 72 key Leach organ
with t hour of cardboard music.
Expression pianola. Enquiries and
offers to Roger Brooks, 3 Beechwood
Grove, Barrhead, Glasgow, Scotland
G78 2JH. TeI: 041 881 0304.

A lot of flrne totally restored musical
boxes, organs, etc. All types. Very
keen prices. Visit me. You are welcome.
Leo Cohen, Luxemburg. Tel: 010-352-
34-80-57.

Phonograph - Music Box - Automated
Music Show. SundayApril 28th,8am
- 4pm. Holiday Inn North, nea.r Newa.rk
International Airport, USA. This show
is the largest and most important
one-day show and sale of its type in
the United States with over 100
participating dealers. Room discounts
and free airport pick-up for motel
guests, or by car Exit 14 New Jersey
Turnpike, West to Service Road.
Details: Lynn Bilton, Box 25007,
Chicago, Illinois 60625, USA.

"Cylinder Musical Box
Design and Repair"

by our contributor H. A. V. Bulleid
- f, 1 1. 70 post paid from Artmusique
Publishing Company, 31 Perry Hill,
London SE6 4LF.

IMHOF AND MUKLE
54 Note Barrel Piano.

Two barrels - Base note
gravity dampers.

Nice selection of tunes.
Tety France,

0243 Chichester 265946.

WANTED
Symphonion Gambrinas, 27" Regina
Autochanger , afso 24r/2" Polyphon discs
"My Austria" and "Over the Waves".
Any large disc machines. Mark
Singleton 03917 78640.

14 note Clariona and Melodia rolls
required, Ted Brown 081-300-6535.

Musical Automata. Enlarging
collection. Top prices. 815 Moraga
Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90049 (213)
471-3000 Mr. Levy.

IVanted good cylinder & disc music
boxes, barrel organs, Symphonia,
Celestina & other organettes, singing
birds, Gramophones & phonographs,
also rare items. Offers with pictures
to: IIANSPETER KYBURZ mech.
Musikinstrumente, Jubildumsweg 10,
06443 35 59. CH-5036 Oberentfelden.

Works of a Polyphon 24.5" possibly to
be restored or incomplete. I am ready
to pay well for it. Leo Cohen,
Luxemburg. Tel: 0 10-352-35-80-57.

Wanted. Case for Polyphon, using
40cm (t5r/2") discs. Any condition of
interest. Musicfor "The Dolcine", uses
probably bands of 7.5cm width. A few
195/e" Polyphon discs. Write to: Tom
Valle, Lindebergaasen 38, 1071 Oslo
10, Norway.

Deadline Dates for
Display Adverti'sing

copy
TthApril; 7th July;

7th October; 7th February

Editorial copy must be submitted at
least

8 days prior to above dates.

Posting of magazine:
2 7th Febru ary ; 27 th April;
7th August; 7th November

Wanted. Upright discboxes, table disc
boxes, cylinder boxes, also rare items,
barrel organs and orchestrions. Buying
complete collections; offers with
pictures to: Hanspeter Kyburz,
Jubiliiumsweg 10, 5036 Oberentfelden,
Switzerland.

STOLEN
8 Air Mandoline TYemolo

Zither Cylinder Box.
Serial No.20227.

Cylinder approx. 13"
French polished case with
Mother of Pearl inlay and

carrying handles.

Contact:
Mrs. Jarman
0322 554008

Musical Box Society of Great Britain

LAPEL BADGES
Available from Ted Brown,
207 Halfway Street, Sidcup,

Kent DA15 8DE

f1.zOp

Far East f1 80p, U.S.A. $2.50, Canada $3.00.

SOCIETY TIES
Available from Sue Holden, Ledborough,

Church Lane, Great Holland, Frinton-on-Sea,
Essex CO13 OJS.

Europe & Near East f,4.30

Australia, New Zealand, Far East f,4.40,
U.S.A. $5.00, Canada $5.50.

Wanted
Articles for

publication in the
"Music Box"

Let the membership as a whole benefit
from the experience of individual
members. Write a letter or send a
complete "article". Photographs of
unusual pieces are also required for
"Members Showcase".

Address your conespondence to:
Graham \[hitehead,
Broadgate Printing Co. Ltd.
Crondal Road, Exhall,
Coventry CV7 gNH.

RATES FOR DISPI,AY N)\MRTS IN T991
SPECIAL POSITIONS (offered as available).

Outside back cover
One additional colour to match front page
Full colour

8x6colourphotograph
Inside covers: FulI page f,110, Halfpage f60

POSITIONS INSIDE JOURNAL (as available)
Full page f,82, Halfpage f,48, Quarter page f30, Eighth page t2O
5cm box in classified area f,17, 3cm box in classified arca f,l2

These charges include typesetting but are exclusive of any artwork and camera work which may be
required. Half-tone, line, and line-and-tone negs plus artwork, design and layout facilities can be
provided ifneeded at additional cost. Squared-up half-tones f,l1 each. Cut-out half-tones !15 each.
SPECIAL COLOURS
If required, advertisements can be printed in a second colour. Rates available on applicatron.
DISCOUNTS (applicable only on accounts that are settled within 60 days, othemise strictly nett).
Four or more consecutive insertions with same copy: Area rate less 107,
Four or more consecutive insertions with differing copy: Area rate less 57o
Two or more full page advertisements in the same edition: Area rate less 107o

MECHANICAL DATA type area:-
Full page 105/e" x 7rlr" (270mm x 180mm), Half page 105/a" x 3r/2" (270mm x 88mn) or 71ls" x
5s/ro"i 160mm x 135mm), Quarter page 55/re" x 3r/r''(135mm x 88mm).

Full page only f,125
f.45

f,285
s45
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JOHN
COWDEROY
-%" J//rrrri-/ 9oo€-,a

SPECIALISTS IN THE RESTORATION
OF

MUSICAL BOXES AND CLOCKS

We buy and sell -
CYLINDER MUSICAL
BOXES, CLOCKS,
DISC MACHINES,
OLD AND RECUT DISCS

- Large Showroom

EXPERT PACKING AND
DELIVERY ARRANGED -

ANYWHERE
WORLDWIDE

JOHN COWDEROY



"'!

15, The Market Place
Wells,
Somerset BA5 2RF
Tel: Wells (0749) 76203

elashBerrvman
ANTIQUE
MUSIC BOXES
cLocKs

Looking for something special?
You're almost sure to find it when you pay us a
visit in Wells. We carry a comprehensive range of
cylinder and disc musical boxes, carriage,
bracket and Long Case clocks, all backed by our
own restoration workshops. Displayed in a
veritable Alladins cave of antiques, both elegant
and unusual, whether you require a Georgian
table or an antique snuff box, we may be able to
assist you !

Call in for our professional advice and a
demonstration; we will be pleased to help you.

Shipping Service * Valuations * Restoration


